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Luminous Visibility 
Korean artist Jong Oh’s art has a dramatic fragility and a unique lightness to its reality. These properties 
reinforce the magical ephemerality of his art. The space in which his art resides is also as important as 

the physical work itself.  
By Robert C. Morgan 

 
While some may consider the spatial works of Jong Oh as being on the verge of invisibility in the context 
of Western phenomenology, others will see his art in terms of Eastern philosophy, specifically in relation 
to the paradoxical ideas associated with Taoism, or the pragmatic forms of sociality echoed by Confucian 
thought. It would appear that any or all of these systemic references could fit, maybe even crossover, 
thus procuring a renewed strategy as to how artists might engage in rethinking visual forms, not only in 
terms of presence and absence, but in consort with the presumed hemispherical differences that may 
finally be understood as complementary to one another rather than rigidly defined oppositional 
ideologies.  
 
I think Jong Oh is on the right track. His work does not appear to deny expressive potential, but rather 
quite the opposite. Instead of making his art appear expressive, he is representing another means by 
which expression may occur. His spatial intervals, decoys, and presuppositions open new doors of 
intricate understanding as to how form may be deconstructed in relation to space, and how space might 
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become the focus of art in direct relation to the temporal involvement of the viewer, regardless of 
gender, race, age or sexual preference. For Jong Oh, constructions within space-time, include all of the 
above. There is no necessity to separate or essentialize their meaning. Rather, Jong Oh opens a 
possibility to intervene in space-time, to borrow art in a noticeable manner, part of it being to challenge 
the current bias toward predetermined theories as a means to justify or prove art. 
 

 
Jong Oh, First Echo, 2016, string, paint, graphite, 18 x 114 x 34 inches.  

 
Having spent much time wandering through galleries in Seoul over the past 15 years, I have acquired 
some grasp of how it works there. In general, the trends are rampant. There is a certain look about the 
work that conforms to a certain style of installation. Much of what I see in Korean galleries – not only by 
younger artists – is either expressively crafted or borrowed from Western forms of Conceptualism, or 
sometimes both. Therefore, to see an exhibition so reduced and intelligently considered as in the work 
of Jong Oh – although not entirely exempt from these formal issues or considerations – offers some kind 
of refreshing and exacting interlude.  
 
In looking at the artist’s installations at the Marc Straus Gallery over the past three years (The show in 
early 2016 was Jong Oh’s third at this gallery), I considered the possibility that maybe the shift of context 
from Seoul to New York’s Lower East Side offered pronounced differences in terms of how the work or 
maybe the artist’s manner of installing work was accepted or why it was compromised and ultimately 
changed. 
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Left: Jong Oh, Compo-site 13, 2016, wood stick, metal rod, brass tube, string, fishing wire, Plexiglas, pencil line, nail, stone, 

paint., 156 x 45 x 23.5 inches. Right: Jong oh, Compo-site 14, 2016, Plexiglas, string, fishing wire, paint weight, 102 x 49 x 33 
inches. All images: courtesy of Marc Straus Gallery, New York 

 
Jong Oh pays attention to details. There are threads that move across the wall or between walls that 
have been painted so that sometimes the lines are quaintly visible and sometimes they are not. Jong Oh 
uses 10-gram fishing weights to balance and hold a small apparatus made of thin pieces of wood and 
thin steel that extend from the lower wall to the floor or hand suspended in relation to another delicate 
structure. Thus, one side always balances the other. In either case, I think of antecedents (whether 
known or unknown) ranging from the mobiles of Calder to the early conceptual thread works of Robert 
Barry. However, the cultural context that informed Oh’s works is finally quite different from either that 
of Calder or Barry. 
 
Neither photo-documents nor descriptive language do much to clarify the spatial complexity involved in 
these installations. They seem to move abruptly between visibility and invisibility. One simply has to be 
within the space to sense what is happening.  
 
The forms are tenuous as they result from barely visible materials, such as thread, paint, thin wooden 
dowels, string, sticks of laminated wood, aluminum sheets, wire, rods, nails, weights, and thinly gauged 
acrylic sheets, called Plastic Pane. The overhead lighting, which is crucial to sensing the subtlety of the 
work, involves Halogen lights. If the neon lights are turned on, the aura of the white gallery – and the 
delicate works within the space – dissolve as one’s concentration may become disrupted by the glare 
visible on the acrylic sheets.  
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Left: Jong Oh, Surface Water 4, 2016, inkjet print, aluminum plate, chain, string, fishing wire, weight, 90 x 78 x 36 inches. Right: 

Jong Oh, Column (Brass), 2016, string, fishing wire, metal rod, weight, paint, 97 x 17 x 17 inches. 

 
The work of Jong Oh functions best when the space as a whole is taken into account, rather than 
thinking of separate objects filling the space. For this reason, the installation in the large room is a tour-
de-force as it contradicts the assumption that art is about objects filling space. Rather Between the Walls 
– as his first group of works at the Marc Straus Gallery was titled – challenged our perceptions of what 
we see by suggesting illusory objects or placements of objects titled or hung, fastened or suspended in 
space. These illusory forms or motives were meant to exist in a space we cannot so easily contain. This 
was a remarkable exhibition that suggested a new direction in bringing the concept of art together with 
a new means by which to perceive it.  
 
In the third, and perhaps largest exhibition of Jong Oh’s work in New York, some of the works have 
titles. Examples would include a deeply complex, yet perfectly hallucinogenic construction titled Compo-
site (2016). This work involves three parallel planes of different shape and size designated by wires and 
Plexiglas, clinging to the upper walls and ceiling. An additional perpendicular plane ruses up as a pilaster, 
a support even as it is set to one side. The special experience of looking at this work is how the brain 
works and the body moves in order to find the rational coefficient that binds these multifarious 
rectangles together.  
 
Given the geometry of Jong Oh’s shapes, one might concede that the expressive content of these works, 
as alluded to earlier, functions in a way similar to the black-and-white brushwork of the abstract-
expressionist painter Franz Kline (1910-1962). In either case, the positioning of the planes or gestures is 
about a process of thought and nothing short of it. Jong Oh takes his time. In French: Il est temps. The 
major difference between the two artists is less their desire to express than the opposition of weight 
(Kline) to lightness (Oh). In either case they paradoxically carry an even-handed suspension and, in the 
case of Jong Oh, the Taoist principle perpetually resides, that is, strength is about delicacy. 
 
In another work, titled First Echo (2016). Here one plane floats above another. They hover equally 
between two walls on either side of the room and extend from the rear wall. Again they are parallel to 
one another, as in Compo-site, but this time, in contrast to being vertical planes, they are horizontal. As 
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far as the eye can discern, these two wire-drawn rectangles are also parallel to the floor plane. Both are 
above eye level. The lower rectangle is the actual black wire as perceived against a light saturated white 
wall. The wire in the second rectangle has been delicately painted white, making it more difficult to see 
than its power companion.  
  
My experience was that I assumed that there was a single horizontal rectangle as I looked at it from a 
distance. Only when I got closer did I notice the second rectangle above the first. The white paint on the 
upper rectangle concealed its presence until I got close – and there it was, as if it were hovering in the 
ether.  
 
Robert C. Morgan is the New York editor of World Sculpture News and Asian Art News. 
 
 
Source: World Sculpture News, Volume 22, Number 1, Winter 2016, pp. 38 – 41. 


